Course Outline

Learn How to
Respond to
the Claims of
Evolution
• In the
Workplace
• In School
• By Your Peers
Topics:
•

Establishing a
Biblical Worldview

•

Dismantling the 4
pillars of evolution

•

The Genesis Flood,
geology and the
fossil record

•

Critical thinking and
evolution

•

How to handle
objections to a 6day creation

Chapter 1: The Bible and Time
– What is the Gospel?
– Biblical warnings – false teachers
– 4 essentials for understanding Scripture
– 4 important principles– Handling objections
– Did God use evolution?
– Chapter challenges
Chapter 2: The Genesis Flood
– The Bible and the Genesis Flood
– The Flood and hermeneutics
– The Flood and critical thinking
– The Flood and the New Testament
– The Flood and geology
– The Flood and the fossil record
– Chapter challenges
Chapter 3: Biblical Apologetics
– What is apologetics?
– Critical thinking and evolution
– Who did Cain marry?
– How can the first three days be literal days without the
sun?
– How could Adam name all the animals in one day?
– How could Noah fit all the creatures on the Ark?
– Chapter challenges
Chapter 4: Dismantling the Four Pillars of Evolution
– (1) Cosmological evolution (the origin of the universe)
– (2) Chemical evolution (the origin of life)
– (3) Biological evolution (Darwinian evolution)
– (4) Methods used to date rocks and fossils
– Chapter challenges
Chapter 5: Application – Answering Challenges
– The Big Five: Course challenges
– Answering 10 real-life challenges

Basic
Creation
Training
Coming January 13, 2018!!
A one-day course designed to
prepare Christians to speak about
and defend the Biblical account of
creation!

Author – Mike Riddle, Creation
Training Initiative
“A must course for teens, parents,
youth leaders and educators.” Mike
Riddle, President CTI)

“I became much further
equipped to speak on and
teach the doctrine of creation,
especially regarding a literal
six days for creation as
mentioned in the book of
Genesis! It was a power
packed seven hour seminar
that I would recommend to
anyone who wants to be better
equipped to defend the
doctrine of creation!"
Pastor David Ahlman
Peace Lutheran Church, Arvada
March, 2017

Why Creation Apologetics?
Genesis 1-11 is the foundation of the
gospel message; it is the place
where we find all our origins: the
origin of our universe, the origin of
marriage, the origin of society, the
origin of sin and many others. It is
the beginning of God’s plan for our
salvation. Without a solid
understanding of these beginnings:
creation, the fall, and God’s
judgments in the worldwide flood
and the tower of Babel, it is
impossible to develop a truly
Christian world view. This is
becoming increasingly evident in our
society today.
Judy Finnessy – President, DSOC

When: Saturday, 13 January, 2018
Your Denver Society of Creation
Instructors, certified by CTI:
•
•
•

Judy Finnessy
Don Gilbreath
Jim Finnessy

Time: 8:30AM – 5:30 PM

Sponsored By:

Where: Hope Lutheran Church
1345 Macon Street
Aurora, CO 80010
Cost: $25.00
To Register: Contact Judy Finnessy
Phone: 563-370-5990
Email:
info@denversocietyofcreation.org

Denver Society of Creation
20591 E Lake Ave
Centennial, CO 80016
Telephone: 563-370-5990

Registration includes lunch, snacks and
a 100-page manual!

Email:
info@denversocietyofcreation.org

Website:
www.denversocietyofcreation.org

